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 Our mission and vision

We aim xSTIK to become world famous xSTIK figure and community approved official XRP mascot.
We want influencers, actors, ar�sts, celebri�es, athletes, social media stars
and high-level business names to be a part of this project.

These collabora�ons will be a big part of our concept & marke�ng.
They will help us grow to be the largest and most well-known XRP Token and brand.
We want everyone to par�cipate, including you. Now is the �me to get on board.
The team believes strongly in the xSTIK brand. Let us tell you why.

xSTIK is not typical sta�c NFT with changing colors. It is much more.
xSTIK is not boring fi�y-pixel face replica that every other group is imita�ng.
xSTIK is lively, ar�ul, and flexible s�ck figure with endless possibili�es.
And it comes with a back story that is unique and full of layers.
For an investor, collector, XRP and crypto enthusiast, we present a winning concept.
High in quality, addic�ve and visually amazing. We have the future planned!
Take a look at our roadmap and come aboard our rocket.
You guessed it right. We are going to the Moon and beyond!

The team guarantees to do everything related to the whole xSTIK project
with the best possible transparency and quality.
We will constantly support the community with offers, giveaways,
new ideas and innova�ng things. Anything that will add value to xSTIK Tokens and brand.
We will keep you informed on what's happening and what is to come at all �mes.



1
 The Story and The Lore of xSTIK

The Beginning

This epic (fic�onal) story starts from the 1960s. The race to the Space was on 
and a prototype of a spaceship was developed in secrecy. The builders named 
it "Coinrocket I." The technology was so unreliable that a decision was made 
to use Apes as passengers instead of humans.

This experiment would set the tone for all future a�empts of conquering the 
Space. Much was at stake. Two apes, a male and a female were selected to 
board the ship.

They were accompanied with the latest innova�ons and gadgets. Nutri�on for 
the flight was gene-manipulated superfood, designed in an underground 
laboratory. There was no �me to test the long-term effects of ea�ng it; This 
race had to be won!

Finally, the long awaited launch happened successfully and Coinrocket I 
soared to the sky, soon leaving the Earth's gravity field and disappearing into 
the vast open Space…



The X.O. Planet

After several hours of travelling in the space, the ship entered a strange force field.
All contact to Coinrocket I was lost, and it disappeared from all mission control radars.

The apes watched as the space in front of them started to bend and the starlight got 
brighter around them. After a moment the visibility was back, and a large green planet 
could be seen directly on the course of the ship. A wormhole had taken the apes 
across the universe, to a whole new galaxy. Now how about that! As the ship 
approached this yet unknown sphere, later to be known as the X.O. Planet, the 
landing procedures were started automatically.

The ship landed on an unhabitated land that looked like a paradise at first glance.
As the door opened, the air was breathable and the apes started to study their new 
home with great enthusiasm.

But soon they discovered that there was not much to eat. All they could find was the 
gene-manipulated superfood in the ship. But gladly there was lots of it, as Coinrocket I 
could generate more food just by using sunlight and several raw ingredients found on 
the planet. So, the nutrition problem was "solved" but with some unexpected 
consequences.



The Mutation

Within the first weeks, the apes started to feel strange.
Like some weird energy was flowing through their cells.
This soon resulted in an ability to communicate by primi�ve words!
The male ape was named xADIUM and the female xEVIUM.
A whole new world opened in front of them.

As their intelligence grew, the apes started to build a society on the planet.
The first ci�es emerged over the next decades.
But the evolu�on and the muta�on didn't stop there.
Oh no. It was just ge�ng started and the pace was fast!

During the next few hundred years, the ape popula�on evolved into
modern day humans. Yes, to us! Very excited about the superfood benefits,
the X.O. Planet habitants con�nued to improve the recipe.
It seemed like there were no limits in the future!



The Humanoids

Now as 500 years habi�ng the planet had passed, humans had 
con�nued to evolve to alien-like humanoids. Large heads, big 
eyes, small mouth, �ny nose… you know the deal. Ci�es had 
grown to host hundreds of thousands of ci�zens. However, this 
started to build pressure on the X.O. Planet's ecosystem and 
   superfood produc�on. Something had to be done.
So, one day an inventor, a wise humanoid named XeRP S�kenheim
proposed a solu�on to the great council. He had plans to create a highly-
intelligent, supreme being that would solve all problems in its 
infinite wisdom. S�kenheim got the funding he needed and 
started a project in his lab called simply "The S�k Figure Experiment."
He felt this name would serve the purpose well, as it represented
the perfect form for a being.
Complete and beau�ful in all its simplicity. 
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A�er two years of intense research trough several development phases,
XeRP S�kenheim made a breakthrough.
He had reached his goal; a supreme being was ready to emerge.
He shut down all the lights in his laboratory and started the pulse generator.

But suddenly it got overheated! The energy was too much for the system and caused an explosion,
leaving the lab to ruins. As the dust se�led, S�kenheim thought that all was lost.
But oh, was he wrong. In the middle of all the rubble, a new lifeform was standing.

S�kenheim approached it slowly with cau�on as he didn't know what to expect.
"This is what Frankenstein must have felt," he thought.
The lifeform looked perfect and complete in every way!
The experiment had succeeded and produced something amazing!
S�kenheim introduced himself to the being
and they engaged in an interes�ng conversa�on about the Universe.

A new era in the history of the X.O. Planet had begun.

The New Era



The xSTIK

Very quickly the being wanted to iden�fy itself.
As a homage to its creator, it chose to be named xSTIK One.
This would soon become a name all in the X.O. Planet knew very well.
xSTIK One par�cipated in all fields of science, teaching and innova�ng
great things for the humanoids.

The cultural impact was huge too. xSTIK One composed music, poems,
plays, you name it. Like a radiant infinite force, ligh�ng the way to a brighter future!

xSTIK One felt lonely at �mes though and it needed equal company.
So, it rebuilt XeRP S�kenheim's lab and started crea�ng clones of itself.
But not exact copies; each with their own dis�nc�ve characteris�cs and personality.
First crea�ons were very special, so they were named xSTIK Two, xSTIK Three
and so on to a full Hundred.

A�er some years, X.O. Planet started to feel small for the growing numbers xSTIK beings.
There were thousands of them. Time was right for a new phase in this story to begin…



The xSTIK's intergalactic voyage to planet Earth

As the xSTIK beings entered their an�-gravita�onal superships, named xWEALTHLANDER ships,
capable of interstellar travels, the whole planet was cheering.
It was decided that everyone who wanted, could leave.
This level of intelligence can't be suppressed or contained.

At first, they set course to the X.O. Planet's moon, a dull rock called xMOON
with just high mountains everywhere. They explored it quickly and decided to move along. 
The first ship li�ed off the xMOON and their voyage to the Galaxy begun.

The xWEALTHLANDER I entered the space-�me wormhole.
The ship went through and soon emerged from the other side.
Strangely the fabric of the universe had bent in such a way that during all this �me on X.O. Planet,
only a li�le over fi�y years had passed on Earth.
It was year 2021 here. And us humans were about to be amazed!



The story continues and YOU come along

You might wonder why of all the planets in the Universe,
the xSTIK beings chose that Earth was the place they wanted to go next.
I can't tell you the exact reason. Perhaps they found out somehow
where the spaceship Coinrocket I originated that brought the apes
xADMIUM and xEVIUM to X.O. Planet so long ago.
Maybe. But the reasons are irrelevant really.

Most important thing is that they are now coming our way.
In several different ships, occupied by several groups of xSTIK beings.
Get ready Earth! Get ready to meet the supreme beings called xSTIK!
They are landing soon in their xWEALTHLANDER ships.
And we can't wait to see what they look like and what they can teach us!
Stay tuned of what's to come!

…LAST MINUTE INFORMATION: It's now confirmed that xSTIK beings are planning
to build a colony also to our Moon! So, they will go there eventually.
It's just a ques�on of �me as the Lore con�nues!



xSTIK Drop Zones & NFTs

Welcome to our innova�ve xSTIK Drop Zone.
This is something you have never seen before.
We all have seen so many crypto- and NFT-projects being started with the same idea.
Our team wanted to create something new, something special.
Something that will keep you interested!

So as you already know, xSTIK project aims to bring the official
XRP Logo to life - and to be a part of all XRP holders’ everyday life.
We want to give a chance to everyone in xSTIK community to par�cipate in our Drop Zones.

So what are these Drop Zones?
xSTIK Drop Zone is a sec�on of our website that creates new possibili�es
for everyone in our community to par�cipate.
There will occasionally be for example; NFT drops, Giveaways, Merch drops,
xSTIK Token drops and much much more.

Beside just favoring the ones who already hold xSTIK Tokens,
we want to make sure everyone can par�cipate.
Drop Zone opening dates will be announced in our Telegram, Twi�er and website,
so make sure to follow us and you will never miss an upcoming Zone.

When will Drop Zones begin?
We will reveal dates for the first three Zones right at launch.
A�er that we will announce all upcoming Zones in good �me before they will go live.
They will be much an�cipated events you don’t want to miss!



Dear future millionaires, we have now introduced you our mysterious and special xSTIK Drop Zones.
The Team has created a dropping plan, which includes different methods to get yourself a unique xSTIK NFT.
We have six types of NFT collec�ons, all of which have various different features
like �er, amount, theme, and specifics.
When an NFT Drop Zone opens, it includes an undefined number of NFTs at a �me.
For an example, there will be Zones that reward xSTIK Token holders, Twi�er giveaways, various contests,
and also very unique collec�ons which will be sold only at auc�ons in the NFT Marketplace.
Our holders will be always be well rewarded. The more you hold - The more you benefit.
But also smaller investors and holders will not be forgo�en. Every Drop Zone can happen more than once!
Each is special with its contents. You might get an NFT with steel, bronze, silver, gold, custom or diamond frames.
Everything is possible! This will keep things interes�ng! Stay on the edge of your seat…

Want one? Or many? Keep following us to see when a Drop Zone opens.
And be ready! Trust us, we will keep surprising everyone. Drop a�er drop.
So once more; STAY TUNED and FOLLOW!

xSTIK NFTs – The Tier Cards

xSTIK NFT Card Tiers

1. Common
2. Rare
3. Epic
4. Legendary
5. Custom
6. Mystery (All details classified)



Roadmap

Phase 1
2021

Launch

Website

Whitepaper

Telegram & Twitter & Instagram

XUMM Verified

Airdrop

Blackhole account

NFT concept and Tier Cards

Phase 2
2022

Building a strong and vibrant community

Heavy marketing & growth

Exchange listings

Merch store (wear the brand)

Giveaways 

NFT drops & auctions at Marketplace

xSTIK becomes community approved OFFICIAL XRP MASCOT

Phase 3
xSTIK to become WORLD FAMOUS XRP STICK FIGURE

More NFTs, Drop Zones and auctions

Own Game (executed by an outside company)

We´re planning a genious way to launch xSTIKVERSE with free accounts

accessable thru a minigame. This world will contain marketplaces,

challenges and missions using xSTIK as currency.



50% 15% 25% 10%

MARKETING
PARTNERS

GIVEAWAYS
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AND
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Tokenomics and the distribution

xSTIK total supply is 1 Billion (1.000.000.000) Tokens.
They are distributed as follows:

AIRDROP



Who are we? The Team

We are enthusiasts of cryptocurrencies and XRP. We are here to make a change.
On this journey to success, YOU are invited to join us. Together this will happen.
We will earn your trust and support.

FOUNDER CO-FOUNDER CO-FOUNDER CO-FOUNDER

Development &
Tech Manager

Tech student &
crypto specialist

Project Manager &
Community

Tech Engineer &
Father of 3

Project & Business
Mastermind

Long-time entrepreneur
& business owner

age 25 age 40 age 43

Graphic Designer
Art Director

Visual Genius
Long-time entrepreneur

& business owner

age 42



What is the XRPL and what are NFTs?

The XRP Ledger (XRPL) is a decentralized, public blockchain led by a global developer community.

It's fast, energy efficient (compared to mined currencies), and reliable. With ease of development, low transac�on costs, and a knowledgeable 

community, it provides developers with a strong open-source founda�on for execu�ng on the most demanding projects, without hur�ng the 

environment. The lower fees, faster transac�ons and custom token func�onali�es make the XRPL ideal for building an ecosystem of NFTs.

What are NFTs?
The total market cap of NFTs surged to a new all-�me high of $10.7 billion during the third quarter of 2021. That is an increase of 723% when 
compared to the second quarter of 2021 when total sales in NFTs reached $1.3 billion.

Although NFTs were mainly traded on the Ethereum blockchain, more and more NFT projects are being launched on other blockchains. Demand 
for NFTs is soaring and the NFT environment is developing at a rapid pace. But what are NFTs exactly? NFT stands for non-fungible token. This 
means that it is a token ac�ve on a blockchain that demonstrates proof of ownership.

Each token is completely unique. Due to the unique metadata of each NFT, its characteris�cs cannot be changed and the NFT itself cannot be 
duplicated.

Authen�city: Blockchain technology provides proof of ownership. This is the primary benefit for NFTs as all transac�ons are recorded on the 
ledger. In addi�on to this, thanks to the transparency blockchain technology provides us with, both fraud and duplica�on can easily be 
prevented.

Exclusion of a middleman: Due to the fact that transac�ons are executed peer-to-peer via the blockchain there is no interven�on of a 
middleman. This has resulted in ar�sts being rewarded more fairly for their effort.

Value: Many factors contribute to the overall value of an NFT. The main being immutable ownership and digital scarcity. Regardless of the 
amount of �me that passes, you will always have the opportunity to authen�cate an NFT within a few minutes.

Easily transferable: Due to the underlying blockchain technology, NFTs can easily be transferred peer-to-peer to anyone in the world at any �me.

Proof of community: There are several NFT collec�ons with both a massive and loyal following. All projects hold in common that they have a 
buzzing community. NFTs can serve as the perfect gate key into certain levels within the overall communities.



xSTIK Team is obliged to inform current and future xSTIK holders about the accompanying risks for users 
when spending money on the blockchain technology. Holding xSTIK represents an understanding and 
willingness to accept the risks that accompany spending money on blockchain technology. These risks 
include, but are not limited to the following:

Policy risk: Constantly changing poli�cal and regulatory trends (legisla�on) may lead to significant price 
vola�lity.

Transac�on risk: The behaviour of traders on the secondary market will always have an influence on the 
price of xSTIK. The secondary market for currencies that u�lize blockchain technology has significant 
vola�lity which may dras�cally affect the value of your xSTIK token.

Technical risk: Blockchain technology is a rapidly developing technological field. This dynamic environment 
may lead to many unforeseen technological issues, challenges, but also disrup�ve trends, all of which may 
influence the value of your xSTIK.

Opera�onal risk: All opera�ons carry inherent risks on a mul�tude of factors, which may be caused by 
factors such as illness of essen�al stakeholders, major strategic disagreements, breakdown of essen�al 
equipment at key moments and so forth. Opera�onal risks may always influence the success of the project 
and/or the value of the opera�ons assets.
Poten�al buyers of the xSTIK token must realize this responsibility and conduct rigorous and careful 
analysis. The introduc�on and descrip�on of the basic condi�on of the project in this document is an 
invita�on to the general public. It's not a commitment nor a guarantee. The xSTIK Team and Founders 
can't be held liable for any direct or indirect damages that might result from inves�ng to xSTIK Tokens or 
NFTs. You invest always at your own risk.

DISCLAIMER

© All rights of the xSTIK Figure and Trademark are owned by xSTIK Team – Whitepaper version 1.1 / December 2021
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